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tances with them and pack them with loads up to 250 pounds in weight. They average 40 kilometers a day. They do not walk or run very fast, but are very enduring. Several years ago, in the Pamirs, I rode 125 kilometers with a stop of only half an hour. As specially good riding fl.-mTnfl.1si the Turkoman horse, the Arabian horse and the Badakshan horse may be recommended, the latter being able to travel as much as 150 kilometers a day.
As a riding and baggage animal specifically for dry countries the mule could be mentioned, which is found in many places in Asia, Africa and America. The best mules I have seen were in the western United States and in northern Africa. Mules and horses are especially to be used for journeys in mountain regions, where camels and dromedaries are not suited.
Donkeys do excellent service as baggage and also as riding animals in dry countries in all parts of the world, but they carry only small burdens, are mainly for local use, and are not suitable at all for long-distance travel or for expeditions. The best donkeys I saw were in Russian Turkestan and the oases in the southern Sahara.
An exceedingly good baggage animal is the yak-ox in the Pamirs, the Hindukush and Tibet. The yak is very gentle, very strong and enduring, and he is so sure-footed that he easily walks on slippery slopes, in snow and glaciers, where no other animal could be used at all. On the worst roads or where, in mountainous regions, there are no roads or paths at all, he averages 40 to 45 kilometers a day with a burden of 300 pounds. "When you sit in a horse-saddle on a yak you sit more securely than if yon walk or crawl yourself. The Russians have tried to breed the yak also in the plains, but the yak cannot live there; he can exist only in his mountains, at a minim-um height of about 6,000 to 7,000 feet.
In the interior of Asia I sometimes saw sheep used as baggage animals, the natives transporting loads of grain on the backs of their sheep, sometimes more than a hundred or a thousand in number.
In dry regions with great distances between the oases it is an expensive thing to build roads through steppes and deserts, and without roads wagons and carts are useless. In the dry regions of the western United States the conditions are very different from what they are in dry regions in any other part of the world, because the ground is so rich in all sorts of minerals. Here it pays to build roads in arid regions. "We have just seen the men in the "West easily

